National Senior Classical League
General Assembly II July 26, 2022

Meeting began at 11:21 am Central Time

Board Officers:
- Rachael Cox, President
- Grace Weston, Vice President
- Shandi Burrows, Secretary
- Raees Kombaj, Treasurer
- Lexi Harrell, Parliamentarian
- Skyler McLeod, Historian
- Elizabeth Foster, Editor

Popstar of the Day, Rachael Cox
- Austin Chu
- Kelly Brown
- Eli Peacock

Song of the Day
- Cup Song by Anna Kendrick

Whizbangs
- “We’ve only got a few more minutes of our thighs being this close together.” - Paul De
- “Under the nut is perfect for him” - Eli Peacock Slasher
  “Yea give him the nut” Shandi Burrows
- “We’ve only got a few more minutes of our thighs being this close together.” - Paul De

Officer Reports,
- Rachael Cox, President
  - Make sure all the GA slide information was slightly higher so it could be read
  - We have started getting ready for That’s Entertainment auditions tonight and please only come if Rachael Cox or Maddie Briner have told you to. If you are not coming to auditions come to Basketball
- Grace Weston, Vice President
  - Shoutout to Eli Peacock for shadow chairing track and basketball! And thank you to Steven Moore for signing up to Shadow chairing soccer!
○ Please come help with marathon tomorrow! We didn’t have as much help as we really needed for track and field today so please please show up for 7am Marathon, we need flag people!

● Shandi Burrows, Secretary
  ○ Come chat with me after GA if you want to check your membership status and pay dues!
  ○ Send whizbangs!
  ○ Please check in for attendance, fake names for funny when there were

● Raees Kamboj, Treasurer
  ○ Yesterday he went to the ER, the door got the better of him
  ○ Come to the Agora tonight! Please need some volunteers tonight!

● Lexi Harrell, Parliamentarian
  ○ Getting ready for elections and Historian and Editor Applications will be ready later this week to be applied for

● Skyler McLeod, Historian
  ○ Banquet tickets tonight are able to be picked up after GA today. Max 120 tickets available
  ○ Superlatives ideas need to be emailed to historian@nscl.org! Superlative voting form will be up later today and results will be announced at banquet
  ○ Thank you for sharing photos to the drive already!
  ○ Bingo update: participating in elections also includes just asking the candidates during the Q and A
  ○ Hilary Cheney got a Bingo!
  ○ Popstars of the day come to the front after GA to take a picture

● Elizabeth Foster, Editor
  ○ Second issue of the Ear is out and published! Please pick one up! Thank you for everyone helping last night ad it will happen again tonight of course

Chair Reports, Grace Weston
  ● Kevin Rutherford, Track - we had shadow chairs that didn’t show up, but please do not signup if you are not going to be there. Thank you to who came
  ● Hilary Cheney, Field - little bit stressful beginning but it worked well in the end!
  ● Sam Foss, basketball is today at 4pm! Please come and referee and line judge!
  ● Anne Humphrey Shoutout to Raees Kombaj, Rachael Cox, and Liz Noone for helping with chess! First time being a chair and it was great!
  ● Maddie Briner TE
    - Amanda Roessler, Vincent Bianca and Thelo Lewis are the TE Hosts
We need people to help today with having auditions running this afternoon and come talk to maddie to help!
- Started working on skits and need two people to be skit leader!
- We also need actors for skits! Signup with Maddie Briner if you are interested

Discussion of Amendments, Lexi Harrell
- We only have one amendment to discuss today!
- Proposition I:
  - This amends NSCL Bylaws Article VI to codify practices, procedures, and the creation of the Ethics Committee as well as establishing means of appointing members and chartering
  - The proposed amendment is intentionally vague but relatively solid in form to permit for a variety of functions on the part of the Ethics Committee, and is intended to provide a broad structure for an as of yet uncodified system of the committee
- The question was asked when we are voting on the amendment, and the answer will be tomorrow!

Amendment Debate, Lexi Harrell
- No debate was done for this proposition

Election Orientation, Lexi Harrell
- Types of members:
  - Regular - members within 4 years of their HS Graduation
  - Associate - members in their 5th-9th years of their HS graduation
  - Tertiary - members after their 10th year of their HS graduation
  - Only the R and A in RAT can vote in officer elections
- Nominations: GA 3 Wednesday, July 27 @ 10:45am
  - Nominations and seconds for each office, followed by four minute introductory speeches from each candidate
  - If you attend this meeting (and are reading this now), you are eligible to vote by proxy (contact the me personally!)
- Who Can Run:
  - You must attend GA 3 - Wednesday, July 27th - in order to be nominated to run for office
  - If you have conflicts with GA 4 and plan on running for office, it is very, very, very encouraged to attend so that you can answer questions about your potential office to have voters as informed as possible
  - Must be a primary member during your time of potential office to run for NSCL office
  - No consecutive terms on the SCL board
- Elections: GA 4 Thursday, July 28 @ 10:30am
- Speeches of two minutes by each candidate, followed by questions
- Discussion to follow each office’s speeches and questions, and unsuccessful candidates for a higher gavel order office may “drop down” to run for an office lower in gavel order (e.g. an unsuccessful candidate for President entering the Secretary race)
- Candidates are given the option to leave the room during discussion in accordance with NSCL Bylaws Article III, Section 4.2
- Regular and Associate members are the only ones that can nominate candidates

Voting, Lexi Harrell
- Elections - GA 4 Thursday, July 28 @ 10:30am
  - Voting will occur virtually
  - We will check the number of votes against the number of eligible voters, and if necessary undertake more detailed measures to ensure accuracy possible.
  - Current Members: Gary Baker, Sam Foss, Aidan Gregg, Sidler Davis, Joey Chatelain (Committee Chair), Erin Bonn, Jon Gumz, Sofia Abolfathi, Brianna Jett, Daniel Newgarden, Cameron Rachford (Committee Secretary)
  - They also have an incident reporting form for something that happened to you or you witnessed
Overall Election Information, Lexi Harrell
- Please reach out to current officers and experienced SCLers to gain insight into your office(s) of interest and learn more
- We encourage all regular members to run for office - this includes slashers!!
- NSCL elections have historically been courteous, civil affairs among responsible young adults. Please do not interrupt or diminish that legacy with your conduct this year
- All the above listed members are open to be talked to in person during convention as well
- Email Contact: parliamentarian@nscl.org
- Answers to Questions:
  - Campaign does not really happen unlike in the JCL, we give you a platform for your speech
  - We have ranked choice voting

Publicity Committee Report, Drew Alvarez
- For the past year, Drew has been the chair of the Publicity Committee committee
- They have made buzzfeed quizzes, information packets, People of SCL, designed the Raffle, and much more
- Two spots are open for the Publicity Committee and applications are open now and close after That’s Entertainment this year

Announcements
- Andrew Machkasov, Black note was found at track and field
  - Elizabeth, Appointed officers such as Historian and Editor applications are later this week
  - Trace Turner - Come help out with the Ear! Last night we didn’t have as many people as usual so we would love to see you!
  - Kristina, Website Committee applications are
  - For basketball, SCL will leave JCL GA about 30 minutes early so we can check a bus there

Meeting adjourned at 12:03 PM Central Time